Rules are as follows:







Two players are paired together each round
The paired players start a DUO match, forming a duo together. They must first be together in the lobby to
start the match.
The players will play TWO matches.
The player with the most kills continues to the next round.
With an equal number of kills, a new match will be started. The person who makes the first kill wins the
match and continues to the next round.
It is forbidden to disadvantage your opponent (your opponent who you are linked with in the tournament
bracket) on purpose. Examples: Shoot his buildings down, knock him with an impulse grenade etc.

General Rules
1.Sedalia Parks and Rec assumes that each participant who enters a tournament is aware of all the rules and
checks them periodically . Insufficient knowledge of the rules cannot be used as an excuse for breaking the rules.
2.A player can only create one account. Selling, renting, trading or receiving compensation in any way, shape or
form is forbidden.
3.Every participant who breaks a rule, will be punished. The exact way of punishment will be decided by the Admin
involved. Examples of punishments are: 3-0 loss, replay, penalty points, leaving the tournament early, a temporary
ban or a permanent ban.
4.Matches need to be played within the times the roster shows.
5.Gamers who participate are required to play with the Gamer ID(Epic Account) they have specified.
6.The Gamer ID which is being used has to equal to the Gamer ID shown on the roster. If another account is going
to be used, submit this to an Admin BEFORE the tournament has started.
7.Every participant is required to be online in the chat(Discord) of the tournament they are participating in.
8.Every player is responsible for his own connection and has to have a good internet connection to avoid possible
‘lag’.
9.Complaining about losing a game incorrectly after a match can not be taken into account in the final outcome of
a match. If there are reasons to suspect that your opponent is not playing by the rules or serious lag occurs for a
long time, report this to the admin before your opponent has taken advantage of the problem. ( The beginning of
the game. )
Tournament Guidelines
1.All participants must check themselves in 15minutes before the tournament starts. This can be done via the
inbox or via the tournament lobby. NOTE: If you do not check yourself in within the 5 minutes, you will not be
eligible to participate in the tournament..
2.The game schedule and the times when the games have to be played will be published after the check-in.
3.Both opponents are responsible for contacting each other and playing the game.
4.If both players are ready and started the game it is not allowed to hold extra breaks that are not allowed in
game.
5.Each participant is required to take at least one photo of the score. This photo should contain: the score, the
names and a time stamp.
6.When your next match is available in the schedule, you have to start directly. If the match doesn't start in 15
minutes, the player who doesn't show up in time will be disqualified.
Players can report their own score.

